
Mission

To achieve and exceed individual yearly sales targets across

Work and Learn projects. 

To share learnings and knowledge to enable the Contracts

team to achieve their team targets and goals.

Ensure project profitability by maintaining margins at agreed %.

Develop & maintain genuine relationships with clients through

successfully collaborating on projects.
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Koskela

Contracts Consultant

We are Koskela

We are a design house specialising in sustainable furniture and homewares that invests in

makers and artists with reduce, reuse and recycle practices. We target people who appreciate

the stories behind the products they buy and who believe that it’s worth paying more for good

design that’s good for the planet.

The role

At Koskela we believe that relationships are key. The Contracts Consultant role is an essential

role as the brand ambassador of Koskela for our contracts clients, inspiring people to make a

change with how they choose to furnish their workplaces and learning environments.

You will need to be determined, passionate about our mission to affect change through good

design, and have experience in building new client relationships at the same time as nurturing

existing ones. 

Internal relationships are just as important. You will be required to work closely with the design

team on new product developments and bespoke solutions. Additionally, communication with

the production team will be essential to ensure your projects are delivered on time and on

budget.

You will report to the Contracts team lead and as a growing company, change is constant, so

you will need to be comfortable in embracing change, as it is a part of our culture.

Pioneering

We don’t just ask ourselves

‘what’s next’, we’re out there

blazing a trail for the things we

ardently believe in.

Responsible

We behave ethically, 

don’t cut corners and we give

back to the communities that

help sustain our business.

Unconventional

We don’t just do what’s easy

and expected. We challenge

ourselves to move people in

new and interesting ways.

Optimistic

We truly think the world can be

a better place and good design

can positively shape the way

we live, work and learn.



How we work

together.

Team player

Active participant

Ethical

Diversely collaborative

Following policies and procedures

Responsible for product and service

quality

Committed to continuous improvement and develops innovative and creative

solutions that add value to Koskela and its customers.

Works efficiently and effectively to achieve sustainable excellence.

Openly shares knowledge, sets expectations, provides meaningful advice, and

gives and receives constructive feedback with all stakeholders.

Initiates, advocates and leverages opportunities to work with a diverse range of

individuals and groups internally and externally to benefit Koskela.

Works efficiently and with the ability of following the Koskela values, policies and

procedures.

Identifies and anticipates the needs of internal and external customers to deliver

services that meet and exceed expectations.

Koskela

Designing

Good.

Use your imagination

Embrace change and growth

Think like a customer

Don’t give up

Relationships are key

Love what you do

Deliver world-leading products

Make a difference

ValuesPurpose



Education.

Skills & Attributes.
Problem Solver

Attention to detail

Excellent verbal and written communication 

Excellent organisation and planning skills –

ability to prioritise and juggle multiple tasks 

Excellent listening, negotiation and

presentation skills

Determined attitude & brave

Willingness for continual learning

A passion for sustainability

Computer proficient

Essential Desirable

Essential Desirable

Design – based qualification

Drivers licence

including Qualifications & Ceritifications

CRM tools

Excel & reporting – ability to

analyse data (qualitative and

quantitative) and draw

conclusions from it

Project management abilities

to manage processes

internally for your projects

Knowledge of commercial

industry – Interior Design &

Architecture

Responsibilities.
To achieve and exceed individual yearly sales targets across Work and Learn sectors. 

To share learnings and knowledge to enable the Contracts team to achieve their team targets and

goals.

Maintain margins at agreed % across projects

Develop & maintain genuine relationships with clients through successfully collaborating on

projects – making them fans and supporters

To give back by completing at least one indigenous design facilitation project yearly

Successfully manage client relationships (designer, builder, PM, property owner) through all

stages of projects from initial brief

Day to day fielding of customer inquiries, quoting, proposals, tender submissions, and follow up

of quotes in a timely manner 

Be capable to present confidently in front of a group or virtually 

Provide prompt response to both internal and external inquiries 

Ensure all activity is logged in the in-house CRM system

Provide a detailed handover of a sale to our production team to manage the production of the

products and coordinate delivery with site contacts

Have a focus on proactive activity with clients to drive inquiry into the sales funnel and strive to

maximise every opportunity

Be creative in how we interact with customers. Koskela likes to do things differently from our

competitors 

Being accountable for your numbers – weekly reporting in sales meetings on activity, how you

are tracking against targets and pipeline

Continued development of product knowledge to provide the best experience for our clients,

becoming an expert on Koskela products through regular training and self-guided study

Work together with fellow contracts consultants to create a positive, team-oriented atmosphere

and supportive environment

To forge new client relationships through projects with corporates, schools, universities.

Be able to stand in the shoes of the customer and think about things from their perspective

Being innovative and imaginative – contribute to new ideas from client feedback or industry

developments

Act Ethical, do not cut corners ethically

Our brand ambassadors – maintaining brand identity through appearance, presentation, and

language

Act professionally but recognise Koskela is an informal workplace

Contracts Consultant

Experience.

Forging new client relationships and nurturing

existing ones

Being able to collaborate with different teams

Essential Desirable

Sales experience or similar

client relationship role


